Honeywell’s Primus Elite Advanced Features mean calm approaches, even in the mountains.

OVERVIEW
Flying into mountainous locations demands acute situational awareness from the pilot. It’s a state of affairs that is all too common for Carlos Alberto de Azevedo, who captains a privately-owned Embraer Legacy 650 jet that is frequently used for ski trips into challenging airports like Aspen, Colorado. That is why the aircraft’s standard Honeywell Primus Elite avionics system has been upgraded with Primus Elite Advanced Features (PEAF).

QUICK FACTS
Customer
• Name: Captain Carlos Alberto de Azevedo
• Location: Sorocaba, Brazil
• Industry: Private jet

Why Captain Azevedo chose Honeywell
• PEAF is an upgrade to the original system fitted on the aircraft
• Close ongoing relationship with Honeywell support staff in Brazil
• Cooperation between Honeywell and Embraer
• Technological excellence

Customer Results
• Increased situational awareness when flying into hazardous locations
• Peace of mind and improved flight safety
• Quicker and more agile performance
• Honeywell DU 875 high definition liquid crystal displays provide greater clarity and reliability

LANDINGS MADE SAFER BY INCREASED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

The Honeywell synthetic vision system increases our situational awareness in higher risk landings at airports such as Aspen, or Sion in the Swiss Alps. It gives us comfort, safety and highly advantageous operations.”

Captain Carlos Alberto de Azevedo

To watch video in Adobe Acrobat Reader go to the Edit drop down, enter the Preferences menu, select '3D and Multimedia' and click 'Enable playing of 3D content'.

click here to watch full video